Tarot, the Magus, and the Olympic Spirits
A key concept found in ritual magic from the Renaissance is that of the
seven Olympic spirits, namely sourced through the written works of an
alchemist, astrologer, and physician named Paracelsus (1493 – 1541) and
grimoires such as the Arbatel de magia veterum, or Magic of the Ancients
(1575). The reference to Olympus in the name conveys the metaphor of
celestial divinities that bear planetary affiliations and hold powers of
influence over the events on Earth.
The Arbatel is now considered the seminal medieval text for working with
the Olympic spirits. In it, the seven Olympic spirits are revealed as each
holding office over certain Destinies, with the power to administer Charms
for changing Fate, to the extent authorized by the Holy One, or the Biblical
God. The spirits are conferred their powers from God.
The pantheon of the Olympic spirits is premised on the seven brightest
luminaries and planets in our skies: the sun, moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars,
Jupiter, and Saturn. In the Sefer Yetzirah, these are the seven stars in the
universe created from the Logos of God through the seven double letters in
the alphabet and corresponding with the seven days of the week, or the
seven days of Creation.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Monday: Phul presides over the Moon
Tuesday: Phaleg presides over Mars
Wednesday: Ophiel presides over Mercury
Thursday: Bethor presides over Jupiter
Friday: Hagith presides over Venus
Saturday: Aratron presides over Saturn
Sunday: Och presides over the Sun

Working with the Olympic spirits is a form of high magic where the art of
magic is perceived as the art of worshipping God. Thus, working with the
seven Olympic spirits is celestial magic and the magus is construed as one
who is a contemplator of the divine and heavenly sciences.
The mystic philosophy underpinning the evocation rituals for the Olympic
spirits is the adjustment of natal fates. It is a form of magical nurture. If
certain malefic conditions are occurring in your life and you seek divine
assistance to neutralize or even improve those conditions for the better, so
that you may be in a more empowered position to carry out God’s missions,
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to serve humanity in a way that can bring about a greater good, then the
magus can call upon an Olympic spirit to modify natal fate and help bring
about the improved outcome.
The Arbatel instructs on a seven-fold practice to attaining knowledge of the
sacred mysteries, or the prerequisites for activating the full powers and
capabilities of the magus:
1. Meditation
2. Know yourself
3. Veneration of God
4. Know your divinelyordained life purpose
5. Be a keeper of spirits

6. Have faith and keep secret the
knowledge you attain of the
sacred mysteries
7. Be virtuous, refrain from sin, and
keep from temptation and that
which is unjust: seek justice,
balance, harmony, and peace

It also lists out aphorisms for the magus to observe, like avoid
procrastinating, be humble and modest, pray routinely, show compassion
and generosity to your neighbors, observe order and reason, dedicate
yourself to learning and acquiring as much knowledge as you can about the
world around you, and demonstrate sincere gratitude for the gifts and
blessings that are divinely bestowed upon you.
If one adheres to those practices and you are a magus, then you will possess
the capability of petitioning the Olympic spirits for any conceivable
purpose. That’s right, if you are a magus. What does that mean?
The author of the Arbatel takes the stance that a true magus is one born a
magus and thus will always feel the calling of the magi, ab incunabulis
(from cradle to grave), as noted on the first steps before crossing the
threshold in Key 0: The Initiate card. I don’t interpret that as something
hereditary, however. I interpret the aphorism as God’s Will for you. If it is
God’s Will for you to be a magus, then the moment you were born, part of
your divinely-ordained purpose is to walk the path of the magus. Then, at
every turn throughout your life, you will receive the signs and omens that
you are to be a magus.
The term ―magus‖ (singular) or ―magi‖ (plural) is traced back to the
Achaemenid Empire (550 BC – 330 BC), in Old Persian. Avestan texts,
which are the sacred scriptures of Zoroastrianism, make reference to the
magi as priests who are ordained with specialized knowledge and
capabilities, conferred by Divinity.
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There are seven divine sparks in Zoroastrianism, which are celestial beings
that the magi can call upon to improve fates, and these beings in turn
correspond with the seven luminaries and planets like the Olympic spirits:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Ahura Mazda, The Holy One
Vohu Manah who governs fauna and the animal kingdom
Asa Vahista who governs fire and flames
Xsatra Vairya who governs metals and minerals
Spenta Armaiti who governs the earth and subterranean realms
Haurvatat who governs the waters
Ameretat who governs flora and the plant kingdom

Seven, too, was significant in Zoroastrian mysticism and Persian magic.
Ancient cities and fortresses were built on the sacramental seven, i.e., seven
walls, seven floors, seven rooms, seven halls, seven battlements, etc. to
represent the seven planetary bodies.
Throughout antiquity, the Sacred Seven were viewed as living divinities
who could be called upon by priests and magi to help mankind, and who
also would reveal prophecies to kings.
As far back as 2000 BC in Babylonian astrology, the Sacred Seven luminary
bodies were recognized as presiding divinities and these divinities
corresponded with the seven days of a week.
1. Monday: Suen (or Nanna), god of the moon, protector of shepherds
and the Father of the Gods, Creator of All Things, known as He
Whose Heart Cannot Be Read and He Could See Farther Than All
the Gods, who gave out his predictions of the future to come every
new moon, and also god of riches and wealth, presided over the
Moon. Suen’s designation is En-zu, meaning Lord of Wisdom and
was the chief god of the pantheon.
2. Tuesday: Nergal, god in the netherworlds, known as the King of
Sunset, a fiery god of destruction and war, who controls both chaos
and pestilence, presided over Mars. The animals associated with
Nergal are the rooster and the lion. Nergal reigns on earth for the
spring and summer seasons, and then reigns in the underworld with
Ereshkigal for the autumn and winter seasons.
3. Wednesday: Nabu (or Nebo), patron god of the rational arts, of
scribes and wisdom, inventor of writing, and an oracle who gave
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prophecies, presiding over Mercury. Nabu is the god of literacy and
science. Nabu is depicted as wearing a horned cap (resembling the
astrological glyph for Mercury) with his hands clasped to indicate
priesthood. He is also associated with a winged dragon.
4. Thursday: Marduk (or Amarutu), patron god of Babylon,
associated with vegetation, judgment, and magic, presided over
Jupiter. Marduk is also associated with political prestige.
5. Friday: Ishtar (or Innana), goddess of love, beauty, fertility, and
also of political power, Queen of Heaven, symbolized by the lion
and eight-pointed star, presided over Venus.
6. Saturday: Ninurta (Ningirsu or Nirig), god of the hunt, of healing,
of law and the scribes, and power over demons, presided over
Saturn. Ninurta can be called upon to heal sickness and exorcise
demons. He is depicted as a warrior with a bow and arrow. He also
possesses a magical talking mace called the Sharur, meaning
Smasher of Thousands. He rides a beast with the body of a lion and
tail of a scorpion.
7. Sunday: Samas (or Utu), god of the sun, an elderly man with a long
beard, long arms, riding a chariot; god of divine justice, morality
and truth, whose twin is the goddess Inanna, Queen of Heaven, this
god of the light, presided over the Sun. As Utu rode through the
heavens, he witnessed everything that happened in the world, and
thus could be called upon to share his witness testimony, channeled
through priests. Every night, Utu then journeyed through the
underworld, passing through the Garden of the Sun God, where
trees bore precious gemstones for fruit. Utu was commonly called
upon in magic to assist with human affairs, especially to help the
innocent in distress, those who have been wronged. The primary
symbol designating Utu is the solar disc.
Since septenaries are a recurring theme throughout the Arbatel, I
immediately thought of tarot architecture, and how to work with the SKT
deck to access the seven Olympic spirits. A more predictable route might
have been to go with Golden Dawn astrological correspondences in the
Major Arcana (i.e., Key 20 for Aratron, linked through the astrological
correspondence of Saturn, or Key 10 for Bethor, linked through the
astrological correspondence of Jupiter, etc.). However, assigning three Keys
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to each of the seven Olympic spirits for the total of 21 Keys of the Three
Septenaries makes more sense to me.
The Three Septenaries in the Major Arcana

FIRST SEPTENARY
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The Magus, 1
The Priestess, 2
The Empress, 3
The Emperor, 4
The Holy See, 5
The Lovers, 6
The Chariot, 7

SECOND SEPTENARY
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The Force, 8
The Erudite, 9
Wheel of Life, 10
The Chancellor, 11
The Outlaw, 12
The Reaper, 13
The Angel, 14

THIRD SEPTENARY
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The Demon, 15
The Tower, 16
The Healer, 17
The Necromancer, 18
The Warrior, 19
Apocalypse, 20
New World Order, 21

I then connected the order of the Keys within each septenary to the Biblical
order of days in a week, starting on Monday and ending on Sunday. In the
subsequent pages of reference tables, the name of the Olympic spirit is given
in boldface font in the first row, left cell, then underneath it, its planetary
association, the day of the week for petitioning the spirit, and the zodiac
signs that its associated planet is domiciled in. For the domicile zodiac
signs, (d) indicates diurnal and (n) indicates nocturnal domicile. Underneath
in the second row are bullet points covering the spirit’s dominion and
powers. At the center of the top row is the calling sigil or seal of the
Olympic spirit to use for evocation.
The Seven Olympic Spirits and Their Offices

Olympic Spirit
Planetary Association
Day of the Week
Domicile Zodiac Sign(s)

Calling Sigil
From the Arbatel

Three Septenary Keys
From the Major Arcana
From the Lower Realms

 Governing powers of the Olympic spirit, per the Arbatel
 Governing powers per Babylonian and Zoroastrian planetary
correspondences for the seven divinities
 Theosophical Septenary correspondence (Self, Soul, Will, Desire, etc.)
 First Septenary workings with the spirit
 Second Septenary workings with the spirit
 Third Septenary workings with the spirit
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Then the three Keys from the Major Arcana as they fall in sequential order
in the Three Septenaries are given in the right cell, along with the Lower
Realm. Recall that the Realm of Aces, Twos, and Threes are still part of the
Upper Realm, alongside the four Empyrean Courts. The seven Lower
Realms are the Fours through Tens.
Working with the principle of analogy in magical theory, the seven Olympic
spirits in the sequential order of the Biblical seven days of the week are
analogized with the sequential order of the Lower Realms.
I aspire for the Spirit Keeper’s Tarot deck to be an addendum to the Arbatel.
The Olympic spirits collectively govern the whole of the universe and all
conditions, fates, and fortunes within that universe. Each of these seven
Olympic spirits commands a militia of spirits, described in the Arbatel as
kings and queens, princes and princesses, dukes, ministers, counsellors,
messengers, familiars, and then whole legions.
From that, I postulated that the militia of spirits include the spirits as
expressed in the SKT deck. A powerful way of activating the spirits in the
SKT deck would be by calling upon a ruling Olympic spirit.
I further postulated that these seven Olympic spirits are Trinitarian
divinities, or can be expressed in that way, and thus each have three faces, or
three key aspects. Those three aspects are the three Major Arcana keys
linked to that Olympic spirit.

Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
Day 6
Day 7

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Moon
Mars
Mercury
Jupiter
Venus
Saturn
Sun

1st Key in each Septenary
2nd Key in each Septenary
3rd Key in each Septenary
4th Key in each Septenary
5th Key in each Septenary
6th Key in each Septenary
7th Key in each Septenary

So the three aspects of Phul (who rules the Moon) are the first keys in the
Three Septenaries: Key 1: The Magus, Key 8: The Force, and Key 15: The
Demon.
The Three aspects of Phaleg are the second keys in the Three Septenaries:
Key 2: The Priestess, Key 9: The Erudite, and Key 16: The Tower.
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Ophiel is the trinity of aspects that are the third keys in the Three
Septenaries: Key 3: The Empress, Key 10: Wheel of Life, and Key 17: The
Healer.
A classical point emphasized about the Olympic spirits is they go by many
names. The titles of Phul for the Moon on Monday, or Phaleg for Mars on
Tuesday are but titles for starting points and, what’s more, are the names
revealed to the author of the Arbatel.
I’d like to make the bold claim that each of these Olympic spirits can also be
called upon by the names of three Major Arcana keys that express their three
aspects. So three other names for Phul are: The Magus, The Force, and The
Demon. These signify both inner divinity and outer divinity, so Phul is
invoked within you through inward to outward manifestation of The Magus,
The Force, or The Demon, and is evoked to be present and influential in
your physical world by activating the forces of The Magus, The Force, or
The Demon.
Olympic
Spirit

Numerical
Day of the
First
Second
Third
Order of
Week
Septenary Septenary Septenary
the Key

Phul

Monday

1st

Key 1
Magus

Key 8
Force

Key 15
Demon

Phaleg

Tuesday

2nd

Key 2
Priestess

Key 9
Erudite

Key 16
Tower

Ophiel

Wednesday

3rd

Key 3
Empress

Key 10
Wheel

Key 17
Healer

Bethor

Thursday

4th

Key 4
Emperor

Key 11
Key 18
Chancellor Necromancer

Hagith

Friday

5th

Key 5
Holy See

Key 12
Outlaw

Key 19
Warrior

Aratron

Saturday

6th

Key 6
Lovers

Key 13
Reaper

Key 20
Apocalypse

Och

Sunday

7th

Key 7
Chariot

Key 14
Angel

Key 21
New World

Phaleg, then, is known by the three aspects: The Priestess, The Erudite, and
The Tower. If you have acquired an understanding of what Key 2 in the
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Major Arcana of a tarot deck signifies, and what Key 9, and Key 16
encompasses, then you in turn have a faceted understanding of Phaleg’s
dominion.
Each of the seven Olympic spirits also controls one of the seven Lower
Realms (there are a total of seven Lower realms expressed in the Minor
Arcana, and that’s the Fours, Fives, Sixes, Sevens, Eights, Nines, and Tens).
Thus, Aratron rules over the Realm of Nines. Aratron also seems to be the
most powerful and authoritative of the Olympic spirits, controlling the most
provinces. For instance, you can evoke Aratron in ritual on the day of Saturn
at the planetary hour of Saturn to present your inner-most wish and then ask
Aratron to send The Wish Granted, who occupies the world that is the Nine
of Chalices, into your life so that your wish will come true.
The entries in The Book of Maps describing the Spirit Occupant of each card
in the Minor Arcana will be indispensable to you in determining which spirit
from the SKT to call upon and how to work with the Olympic spirit to make
that happen. The Demiurge, in the Four of Scepters, takes what was
intangible and helps to bring it into tangible form, such as transforming your
idea for a book into an actual physically fixed manuscript form, or helping
in fertility magic and family planning, or any form of figurative world
building that you might undertake. (Interestingly, The Demiurge, the Four of
Scepters, was the first Minor Arcanum card I drew after completing the
Majors. It was The Demiurge who helped me see the deck creation project
through to the end.)
The Demiurge is under the governance of the Olympic spirit Phul, so one
way to evoke or invoke The Demiurge is to evoke Phul on the planetary day
of the moon, which is Monday, at the planetary hour of the moon, sunrise of
that day. After evoking Phul, present the Four of Scepters in your ritual
space and request that Phul send The Demiurge to help you complete the
task of writing the manuscript of your book (continuing with the
hypothetical discussed earlier).
Ultimately, what I’ve proposed here for the correspondence points between
the Olympic spirits, the Arbatel, and the tarot are just my own thoughts,
which are no more valid than anybody else’s correspondence points. If
nothing else, I hope my discussion inspires you to find your own points of
correspondence in the tarot for working with the Arbatel.
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Key 1: The Magus
Key 8: The Force
Key 15: The Demon

Phul
Moon
Monday
Cancer

Lower Realm: Four

 Cures disease, with primary dominion over the top half of the physical
body (head, chest, arms, etc.)
 Commands the spirits of the waters
 Can help clarify or elucidate your dreams; Oversees divination
 Rules 7 of the 196 cosmological provinces in the universe
 Keys 1, 8, and 15 are the Keys to the Self, unlocking revelations about
who you are, that you aren’t fully aware of at this time.
 Key 1: Work with Phul through The Magus to better understand your inner
self. The inexperienced magus will want to begin work with Phul, because
this is the spirit who will help you to better understand your birthright, for
better and for worse.
 Key 8: Communion with Phul through The Force is how you attain
mastery over your inner Beast and how to fully actualize your core
strengths in magic. This facet of Phul restores physical health and vitality.
 Key 15: No one goes to heaven before learning the ways of the Devil—
work with Phul through The Demon to expose light on your inner
shadows.
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Key 2: The Priestess
Key 9: The Erudite
Key 16: The Tower

Phaleg
Mars
Tuesday
Aries (d),
Scorpio (n)

Lower Realm: Five

 Can help you to win battles and wars; can teach you military strategy
 Can help you prevail in competitions or examinations
 Helps to broker peace when petitioned
 Can endow one with glory and victory
 Rules 35 of the 196 cosmological provinces in the universe
 Keys 2, 9, and 16 are the Keys to the Soul, unlocking revelations about
your soul and your soul’s journey.
 Key 2: Phaleg as The Priestess is the lesser known facet of the spirit,
presenting its watery essence through its rulership over the water sign
Scorpio. This is the facet of Phaleg that is ingenious, perceptive, and
visionary. The Priestess gives insight into your soul’s journey.
 Key 9: Phaleg as The Erudite is a military strategist and sharp counselor.
The Erudite is the force that will help you prevail in examinations or when
you need strong measures to ensure success in studies.
 Key 16: Work with Phaleg through The Tower to dispense punishment in
the name of justice. The Tower aspect of Phaleg can destroy that which is
unhealthy, harmful, detrimental, or malignant.
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Key 3: The Empress
Key 10: Wheel of Life
Key 17: The Healer

Ophiel
Mercury
Wednesday
Gemini (d),
Virgo (n)

Lower Realm: Six

 Teaches the liberal arts (fine arts, literature, philosophy, religious study,
social sciences, jurisprudence, mathematics, and the natural sciences)
 Can reveal the method for converting quicksilver to the philosopher’s
stone (the necessary catalyst for turning lead into gold) or the elixir of life
 Oversees commerce, trade, and travel
 Rules 14 of the 196 cosmological provinces in the universe
 Keys 3, 10, and 17 are the Keys to your Will
 Key 3: This facet of Ophiel will endow you with fruition and achievement
of academic or professional goals, especially in the humanities; also great
for prosperity magic, improving business, trade, commerce, or economics
 Key 10: Work with Ophiel through the Wheel of Life to modify or adjust
your destiny or karma. This facet of Ophiel can also connect you to any
point of your life line, past, present, and future.
 Key 17: Work with Ophiel through The Healer for mastery over a
particular area of metaphysical study (astrology, divination, the healing
arts, etc.). The Healer also brings revelations about your life purpose or
soul purpose.
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Key 4: The Emperor
Key 11: The Chancellor
Key 18: The Necromancer

Bethor
Jupiter
Thursday
Sagittarius (d),
Pisces (n)

Lower Realm: Seven

 Mediates between spirits of the skies and humans
 Teaches the sacred arts, healing arts, and sacred geometry
 Cures disease, with primary dominion over the bottom half of the physical
body (feet, legs, up to the waist, etc.)
 Facilitates miracle working
 Can help sway politics or legal matters
 Rules 42 of the 196 cosmological provinces in the universe
 Keys 4, 11, and 18 are the Keys to your Desire
 Key 4: This is the facet of Bethor that endows you with temporal power,
which can bring control over your environment and personal sovereignty.
Bethor as The Emperor will help in political and legal matters.
 Key 11: The Chancellor is the magus as a lawgiver (as noted in the Sixth
and Seventh Books of Moses), and Bethor, through The Chancellor,
empowers the magus to be a lawgiver. With its Air correspondence, Key
11 is Bethor as mediator between you and the spirits of the skies.
 Key 18: This is the facet of Bethor that can produce water from rock (a
metaphor for making possible the impossible), transmute, transform, and
amplify, and is the force of miracle works.
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Key 5: The Holy See
Key 12: The Outlaw
Key 19: The Warrior

Hagith
Venus
Friday
Libra (d),
Taurus (n)

Lower Realm: Eight

 Commands the transmutation of metals and minerals
 Can endow you with beauty, charisma, attractiveness, glamour, splendor
 Answers prayers or petitions in matters of the heart, of marriage, romance,
sex, and love; Can help facilitate harmony or emotional balance
 Can endow you with wealth, fertility, or pleasure
 Rules 21 of the 196 cosmological provinces in the universe
 Keys 5, 12, and 19 are the Keys to your Force
 Key 5: With the Taurean influence from Key 5, this facet of Hagith can
transform other people’s perception of you, and endow you with
emanations of beauty and charisma. Hagith as The Holy See confers
spiritual authority to you.
 Key 12: The Outlaw is the facet of Hagith that can help to reveal the
meaning and purpose of your suffering and your pain. Through revelation
of meaning, The Outlaw helps to restore emotional or spiritual balance.
 Key 19: The Warrior is imbued with the forces of metals and minerals, and
Hagith as The Outlaw brings success, wealth, celebrity, and splendor.
 For matters of the heart, love, marriage, or romance, work with Key 5 or
Key 19.
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Key 6: The Lovers
Key 13: The Reaper
Key 20: Apocalypse

Aratron
Saturn
Saturday
Aquarius (d),
Capricorn (n)

Lower Realm: Nine

 Teaches alchemy, magic, physics, and metaphysics
 Empowers animal spirits; can give life and power to servitors or tulpas
 Mediates between chthonic spirits and humans
 Facilitates invisibility and cloaking
 Makes the barren fruitful again; can also endow one with longevity
 Rules 49 of the 196 cosmological provinces in the universe
 Keys 6, 13, and 20 are the Keys to the Astral Plane
 Key 6: Aratron through The Lovers enlivens animal spirits, helps in
relations with familiars or animal guides, and empowers servitors (such
powers arise from the specific imagery here in the SKT deck). Key 6 with
Gemini influences is also a powerful card for teaching arts and sciences.
 Key 13: Aratron through The Reaper is a psychopomp, or guide in your
underworld and shamanic journeying. Aratron through The Reaper
facilitates cloaking.
 Key 20: Overseeing the Last Judgment and giving prophecies or
apocalyptic visions to those God ordains to receive them are the tasks of
Aratron. Alchemized with intentions toward making the barren fruitful
again, Key 20 can restore, rejuvenate, fertilize, or help to reclaim.
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Key 7: The Chariot
Key 14: The Angel
Key 21: New World Order

Och
Sun
Sunday
Leo

Lower Realm: Ten

 Can endow you with physical health and increase your vitality; oversees
the sciences and craft of physicians, alchemists, and magi
 Can endow you with material prosperity
 Can endow you with wisdom and greater intelligence or comprehension
 Patron to leaders among men and the kings among us
 Rules 28 of the 196 cosmological provinces in the universe
 Keys 7, 14, and 21 are the Keys to the Material Plane
 Key 7: Och through the facet of The Chariot leads, gives direction and
insight to leaders, and increases the productivity of your intellect. This is
the facet of Och that drives achievement and attainment.
 Key 14: The Angel is the facet of Och that endows you with wisdom and
understanding, enhancing your perception. This is also the facet of Och
that facilitates mastery over the medical sciences, alchemy, and the
sciences of the magi.
 Key 21: The New World Order is the true power of Och. Och is endowed
by The Holy One with the power to establish new worlds, macrocosmic or
microcosmic. This is a powerful key for establishing longevity of
dominion and sustaining plenitude.
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Table of Planetary Hours
Day


Moon

Mars

Mercury

Jupiter

Venus

Saturn

Sun

Hour


MON.

TUE.

WED.

THUR.

FRI.

SAT.

SUN.

1

Moon

Mars

Mercury

Jupiter

Venus

Saturn

Sun

2

Saturn

Sun

Moon

Mars

Mercury

Jupiter

Venus

3

Jupiter

Venus

Saturn

Sun

Moon

Mars

Mercury

4

Mars

Mercury

Jupiter

Venus

Saturn

Sun

Moon

5

Sun

Moon

Mars

Mercury

Jupiter

Venus

Saturn

6

Venus

Saturn

Sun

Moon

Mars

Mercury

Jupiter

7

Mercury

Jupiter

Venus

Saturn

Sun

Moon

Mars

8

Moon

Mars

Mercury

Jupiter

Venus

Saturn

Sun

9

Saturn

Sun

Moon

Mars

Mercury

Jupiter

Venus

10

Jupiter

Venus

Saturn

Sun

Moon

Mars

Mercury

11

Mars

Mercury

Jupiter

Venus

Saturn

Sun

Moon

12

Sun

Moon

Mars

Mercury

Jupiter

Venus

Saturn

13

Venus

Saturn

Sun

Moon

Mars

Mercury

Jupiter

14

Mercury

Jupiter

Venus

Saturn

Sun

Moon

Mars

15

Moon

Mars

Mercury

Jupiter

Venus

Saturn

Sun

16

Saturn

Sun

Moon

Mars

Mercury

Jupiter

Venus

17

Jupiter

Venus

Saturn

Sun

Moon

Mars

Mercury

18

Mars

Mercury

Jupiter

Venus

Saturn

Sun

Moon

19

Sun

Moon

Mars

Mercury

Jupiter

Venus

Saturn

20

Venus

Saturn

Sun

Moon

Mars

Mercury

Jupiter

21

Mercury

Jupiter

Venus

Saturn

Sun

Moon

Mars

22

Moon

Mars

Mercury

Jupiter

Venus

Saturn

Sun

23

Saturn

Sun

Moon

Mars

Mercury

Jupiter

Venus

24

Jupiter

Venus

Saturn

Sun

Moon

Mars

Mercury

Note: Hour 1 of each day marks sunrise. Hour 13 marks sunset.
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Ritual for evoking an Olympic spirit is done during the planetary hour
associated with that spirit. The order of the planetary hours is always: Saturn
(ruled by Aratron), Jupiter (ruled by Bethor), Mars (ruled by Phalec), Sun
(ruled by Och), Venus (ruled by Hagith), Mercury (ruled by Ophiel), and the
Moon (ruled by Phul). Thus, in the Arbatel, the names of the Olympic spirits
appear in that order, from Saturn (Aratron) in the noted sequential order to
the Moon (Phul).
To petition an Olympic spirit, the Arbatel instructs on commencing ritual at
sunrise (Hour 1) on the day of the week associated with the Olympic spirit
you are calling upon. Why sunrise? Because the hour of sunrise on any
given planetary day is going to be the same planetary hour.
For example, the hour of sunrise (Hour 1) on Monday, the day of the moon,
is always the planetary hour of the moon; the hour of sunrise on Tuesday,
the day of Mars, is always the planetary hour of Mars, etc.
The exact time of sunrise where you are located is variable, so that
information would need to be checked by you on a case by case basis. While
there is a mathematical formula you can use to calculate the exact hour of
sunrise (see below, source: NASA), it’s going to be much easier to just look
it up the day before you’re planning the ritual.
Equation for Calculating Hour of Sunrise
Hour angle coordinate
Latitude of location
Sun declination angle

In the Table of Planetary Hours, you’ll also see that the planetary hour
linked to the planet governing a particular day repeats again three more
times, on the 8th hour of the day, the 15th hour of the day, and the 22nd
hour of the day. For instance, on Thursday, the day of Jupiter, not only is the
1st hour the planetary hour of Jupiter, the 8th hour of the day, the 15th, and
the 22nd hour of the day return to Jupiter.
In my own practice, for the day I evoke an Olympic spirit, I’ll set aside a
moment for prayer or meditation at the 8th hour (typically around 1:30 pm
to 2:30 pm, in that general ballpark, and again, it is variable based on the
season and your geographic location, which you count from the hour of
sunrise, with the hour of sunrise marked as ―Hour 1‖). Then at the 15th
hour, with 15 being a magical number in Chinese metaphysics, I’ll perform
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a divination on the matter for which I’ve evoked the Olympic spirit. The
15th hour roughly coincides with 8:30 pm to 9:30 pm.
The final 22nd hour that returns to the planet that the Olympic spirit lords
over is what in folklore is traditionally referred to as the witching hour.
Timing wise, it is sometime between 3:00 am to 4:30 am. Instead of doing
anything conscious at that time, before heading to sleep, I’ll set the intention
to remember my dream, keep a dream journal on my nightstand, and recite
mantras to the divinities of dreams. The next morning, immediately upon
waking, I’ll free-write in my dream journal.
For the ritual, you will also need the Seal of the Secrets of the World (Seal
of Secrets), the rendering of which is instructed in the Arbatel. A common
drawing of the Seal is provided on the subsequent page.
Inscribe the Seal of Secrets upon a plaque and when you commence ritual,
start by anointing the four directional points (north, south, east, and west)
with holy anointing oil. Then anoint the five points as labeled in the Seal, A,
B, C, D, and E. In doing so, your plaque of the Seal is thereby empowered to
be a sympathetic nexus point connecting you to the universe of offices held
by angels and spirits.
In rendering the Seal of the Secrets, the instructed methodology is to first
construct the four, guided by the four directional forces, from the singular
and the one. Then within the four, subdivide equally into seven. Then within
each seventh, subdivide equally into four. Then within each of the quarters,
subdivide one final time into another four.
That methodology of four out of the four directions and then seven into the
four and within the four, four more, can be likened to the methodology of
the Empyrean Courts (the tarot court cards) across the four suits, with their
four directional and elemental correspondences, and within each suit’s court,
subdividing into a hierarchy of four more, for a total of sixteen court cards,
where1 + 6 = 7, once again harmonized with the mystic numerology of
seven.
In other words, both the Seal of Secrets and the Empyrean Court require the
sacred geometric function of four into seven into four. Furthermore, The
Seal of Secrets is used to gain knowledge and communion with spirits and
angels, and from these spirits and angels, the magus can learn all the secrets
of the universe, secrets governed by a hierarchy of septenaries. Likewise,
the Empyrean Court are authorized by the Holy One to serve as bridges
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between the Upper Realms and Lower Realms, and the spirit world and
human, materialized world.
Accounting for the foregoing considerations, I challenged myself to find the
Seal of Secrets in the Empyrean Courts, and specifically, how the seven
Olympic Spirits manifest in the sixteen court cards, as revealed by the very
geometry and calculus revealed to us through the Seal of Secrets.
Seal of the Secrets of the World

From the Arbatel

: A

: B

: C
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I started by considering the proportion of provinces each of the seven
Olympic spirits are said to govern. According to the Arbatel, the universe
can be expressed by a metaphysical or cosmological geography of 196
provinces. Note that 1 + 9 + 6 = 16, and then 1 + 6 = 7.
Likewise, in the tarot, there are a total of 16 court cards, 1 + 6 = 7. Seeking
this connecting point, I looked for how the 16 court cards can represent the
196 provinces, and thus how the seven Olympic spirits can be expressed in
the Empyrean Court.
I saw the Seal of Secrets as a map that can be superimposed over any system
or construct and by seeing material works through the lens of the Seal, find
the sympathetic connecting points, because as they say, as above, so below.
The Olympic Spirits: Their Provinces and Tarot Courts
Day of the Week

Planet/Luminary

Olympic Spirit

Provinces

Court Cards

Monday

Moon

Phul

7

1

Tuesday

Mars

Phaleg

35

3

Wednesday

Mercury

Ophiel

14

1

Thursday

Jupiter

Bethor

42

3

Friday

Venus

Hagith

21

2

Saturday

Saturn

Aratron

49

4

Sunday

Sun

Och

28

2

196

16

Total:

To superimpose the Seal with the Empyrean Court, I used basic algebra. So,
for instance, the Arbatel notes that Phul commands 7 of the total 196
provinces of the universe. Out of 16, the ratio of 7 to 196 is, rounding up, 1.
Likewise, Phaleg commands 35 of the 196 provinces. Out of 16, the ratio of
35 to 196 means among the tarot courts, Phaleg will cover 3.
After that, it was a matter of linking the seven Olympic spirits to the court
cards to identify the dominions, as those dominions would be expressed in
the tarot architecture beyond the Major Arcana. To do so, I looked to the
dominions of the Olympic spirits as outlined in the Arbatel, then secondary
consideration for the Major Arcana key correspondences. The exercise was
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done in ritual on the day and hour of my Saturn Square, or when transiting
Saturn squared my natal Saturn (Natal:  11° 26’, Squared Transit:  11°
26’), which fell on Tuesday, January 1, 2019, but in astrology, calculated as
the Day of the Moon, not Mars, because the moment of the Square, around
3:30 am, occurs before sunrise on Tuesday. Thus, 3:30 am, January 1 is still
governed by the Moon. The day won’t be governed by Mars until 7:24 am
from my geographic location.
I then commenced ritual at 4:00 am, which is the Hour of the Moon (the
22nd hour on the Day of the Moon), charging Key 1: The Magus from my
SKT deck, which corresponds with the Olympic spirit Phul, Lord of the
Moon. I took out the sixteen cards from the Empyrean Court and reasoned
my way through the Olympic spirits to tarot court correspondences while in
ritual during the Day of the Moon, Hour of the Moon, at the moment of my
Saturn Square. Also at that hour, the moon sign was in the ascendant house
with white moon Selena at the zenith point in the tenth house and black
moon Lilith at almost a perfect opposition in the fourth.
Thus, the balanced combination of ritual magic, astrology, divination, and
rational analysis brought forth my correspondences.
The Olympic Spirits as Named in the Empyrean Court
Empyrean
Courts

Stronghold
(Page)

Shining One
(Knight)

Shield
(Queen)

Archangel
(King)

Scepters
(Fire)

Aratron
(Saturn)

Phaleg
(Mars)

Och
(Sun)

Phaleg
(Mars)

Chalices
(Water)

Hagith
(Venus)

Aratron
(Saturn)

Phul
(Moon)

Bethor
(Jupiter)

Swords
(Air)

Ophiel
(Mercury)

Bethor
(Jupiter)

Bethor
(Jupiter)

Phaleg
(Mars)

Orbs
(Earth)

Hagith
(Venus)

Aratron
(Saturn)

Och
(Sun)

Aratron
(Saturn)

Now that we have the SKT correspondences for the Olympic spirits, we
return to discussion of the evocation ritual at Hour 1. Before evocation of an
Olympic spirit, I will cleanse myself first, typically through a shower or bath
using a mixture of liquid castile soap, cinnamon essential oil, myrrh
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essential oil, and lemongrass essential oil. Then, once dry, I’ll cleanse the
aura with either sandalwood incense smoke or a selenite wand.
On the day corresponding with the Olympic spirit you’re petitioning, start
the evocation ritual at sunrise. Invoke God or your religious expression of
the Holy Spirit. Then ask that the Holy Spirit call forth the name of the
Olympic spirit you are evoking, identifying the Olympic spirit by name. The
prayer instructed in the Arbatel is as follows:
OMNIPOTENS ÆTERNE DEVS, qui totam Creaturam
condidisti in laudem tuam, et honorem tuum, ac ministerium
hominis, oro vt SPIRITVM: _____________ de Solari ordine
mittas, qui me informet & doceat, quæ illum interrogauero:
Aut mihi medicinam adferat contra hydropem. Verùm non mea
fiat voluntas, sed tua per IESVM CHRISTVM filium tuum
vnigenitum DOMINVM NOSTRVM. Amen.
The prayer first venerates the omnipotent and eternal God of creation,
petitioning God to bring forth the Olympic spirit you would like to evoke. In
the blank space noted in the prayer above, you would recite the name of the
Olympic spirit, one born of the cosmos (the solar system), asking the
Olympic spirit to bless you with what it is you are seeking.
In my personal ritual work with the Olympic spirits (and how you proceed
with ritual will be up to you), I’ll have the plaque with the Seal of Secrets in
front of me as I face east (presumably you will always be facing east in this
ritual because the sun rises in the east) and with either a wand or my hands
in mudra, inscribe the Olympic spirit’s calling sigil at the center of the Seal
of Secrets. Envision your personal life force as ink, which you send through
your hand to the tip of your wand or fingers like a fountain pen and draw the
calling sigil with your personal life force as if it were ink.
The previous diagram of the Seal of Secrets was positioned with the south
direction aligned upward, since that’s the directionality that aligns with the
ceremonial magic square, but in ritual at sunrise for evoking the Olympic
spirit, turn the plaque with the Seal so that the east edge faces eastward. The
subsequent diagram will show the alignment of the Seal in ritual, assuming
the east edge facing upward is aligned facing the sun, since you would be
facing the sun. At the moment of the prayer when I recite the name of the
Olympic spirit is when I inscribe the spirit’s calling sigil onto the Seal.
Seal of Secrets Inscribed with Phul’s Calling Sigil
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Assuming it is Hour 1, the hour of sunrise on Monday, the day of the Moon,
ruled by Phul, I will recite a call first to the many names and many faces of
The Holy One, then ask that The Holy One send to me Phul, Lord of the
Moon. As I say the name Phul, I will inscribe the sigil noted above.
Since I work with the Olympic spirits through my tarot deck, I’ll also
determine which of the three aspects of Phul I want to call upon (The
Magus, The Force, or The Demon). For this hypothetical, I’ll say I want to
call upon The Magus, so then I will set down Key 1: The Magus card from
my deck onto the Seal of Secrets plaque.
Let’s also say that the purpose of my evocation ritual is to call for divine
assistance in helping me finish a novel, where the objective is to take that
which is still formless and intangible—the idea of my novel—and fix it into
a tangible, concrete form—the finished manuscript. The spirit that can best
help with that is The Demiurge, from the Realm of Fours, governed by Phul,
so I take that card and set it down in front of the Seal and as I do so, recite
the words of my petition: send The Demiurge and task the spirit to help me
achieve completion of my novel manuscript.
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Evoking Phul’s Aspect as The Magus to Manifest The Demiurge

Then, within Hour 1, close the ritual. The Arbatel gives the following
recitation for dismissing the spirits and closing the ritual:
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QVIA PLACIDE ET QVIETE VENISTI, ac petitioni meæ
respondisti, ago DEO gratias in cuius venisti nomine, ac eas
nunc in pace ad ordines tuos, rediturus ad me cum te vocauero
nomine tuo, aut per ordinem, aut per officium tuum, quod à
Creatore concessum est. Amen.
The closing recitation acknowledges the beneficence of the Olympic spirit,
thanks the spirit for answering your petition, thanks God, and begs the spirit
to depart.
While the Arbatel provides recitations to use verbatim, my preference is to
write my own, especially if a prescribed wording wouldn’t come naturally to
me to speak. An invocation should amplify your sense of personal power,
not render you feeling awkward. Thus, I do not use the Latin prayer
recitations, and instead, write my own, though the ideas and expressions
underlying the recitations remain the same.
What should you or can you petition an Olympic spirit for? In the magical
theory that the Arbatel is premised on, anything at all, so long as God does
not bar the Olympic spirit from carrying out your request. It would, of
course, make sense to call upon the particular Olympic spirit that has
jurisdiction over the subject matter you’re requesting about.
For instance, in glamour magic, you might evoke Hagith for assistance. One
aspect of Hagith is Key 5: The Holy See, which upon superficial thought
might not seem apt, but is when you consider the Taurean influence over
Key 5 in the Major Arcana and the association of beauty with Taurus. So if
you’re seeking to embody a traditionally and socially accepted perception of
physical beauty, call forth the aspect of Hagith embodied in Key 5.
Another aspect of Hagith is Key 19: The Warrior, better known in
traditional tarot decks as The Sun card. This is the card of glory, fame, and
celebrity. If the purpose of your glamour magic is to be seen, to gain in
recognition, and to raise your public visibility and also attractiveness to the
greater public, then call upon the aspect of Hagith embodied in Key 19.
If you need to improve physical health, have the mind and direction to find
the diagnose or root cause for a bodily ailment, call upon Och and
specifically, the aspect of Och embodied by Key 14: The Angel, or
Temperance card in tarot. Or if you are a leader in a particular group and
seek guidance on how to best lead that group, you can call upon the aspect
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of Och that is The Chariot to deliver you signs and omens. The Chariot
corresponds astrologically with Cancer, a cardinal sign, and thus the forces
of leadership, drive, and advancement forward is encoded into The Chariot
aspect of Och.
There are limits to what I will call upon the Olympic spirits for, however. I
am guided by the principle that Reason is divine, so I work with the spirits
in a way that is within reason. Not only do I refrain from making outrageous
requests, but when I seek what is on the bounds of miracle working, before I
enter ritual to make that request for a miracle, I will question myself about
why exactly I seek that miracle. I never seek a miracle unless it will serve a
greater good, and I interrogate myself thoroughly to ensure that what I seek
truly is for the greater good.
Can you work with the Olympic spirits to punish someone? First, let’s look
at the Arbatel within the context of Christianity, since the religious basis for
the Arbatel is Christian. From what I can gather about Old Testament God,
the answer would be a resounding yes.
To call upon the Olympic spirits to hurt an innocent is not going to work out
in your favor, but when you have been wronged and there has been a severe
miscarriage of justice that the institutions of mankind are not rectifying, then
you can try calling upon an Olympic spirit, such as Phaleg, in the aspect that
is Key 16: The Tower, to send one of the spirits from the Realm of Fives,
numerologically associated with the metaphysical forces of reckoning, or
Bethor if it is a legal or political matter, then work with the aspect of Bethor
that is Key 4: The Emperor if it is about reclaiming your personal
sovereignty or Key 11: The Chancellor if it is a legal matter or you need to
re-balance the scales. Then ask Bethor to send The Dark Horse, The
Corrupter, or even The Rogue from the Realm of Sevens to assist you.
Now let’s revisit the Empyrean courts and their correspondences with the
Olympic spirits.
In a tarot reading, if an SKT court card appears almost as if on its own (or it
literally is the only court card in the reading, or it’s a one-card draw you’re
doing) and I am just stumped because none of my usual go-to
interpretations, psychic or analytical, are resonating with me, I will look into
the pantheon of Olympic spirits.
For example, in a single-card draw, I pull the Archangel of Mysteries (King
of Orbs) and in the context of that specific divination, I’m stumped.
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Olympic spirits govern the whole of the universe, so then what I would do is
refer to the correspondence table to see which Olympic spirit is connected to
the Archangel of Mysteries.
That would be Aratron, Lord of Saturn. If the day of that particular reading
happens to be a Saturday (true story, by the way), then I am going to sit up a
little straighter and pay attention. Maybe the day of the week that Olympic
spirit rules over is prophetically significant.
I’ll also consider the dominions that Olympic spirit governs. In the example
of the Archangel of Mysteries appearing before me on behalf of Aratron, I’ll
note that Aratron is the teacher of alchemy, magic, and physics (which
includes metaphysics). Aratron empowers animal spirits, mediates with the
realms of chthonic spirits, etc. There is a message here for me, from
Aratron. If I truly seek more clarification from Aratron, then the next
Saturday sunrise (Aratron rules over Saturday, the day of Saturn), I will
evoke Aratron, set down the court card as the significator (with or without
the Seal of Secrets—use of it is optional and at your own preference), and
perform a tarot reading specifically asking Aratron to send me the messages
I need to know.
How long does it take for a petition to take effect? According to the Arbatel,
for curing ailments, seven days. When working with the Olympic spirits in
ritual magic and you are including time frames in your intention setting, set
those time frames to multiples of seven.
For a modern practitioner, evocation of the Olympic spirits by following
instructions in medieval texts such as the Arbatel can be quite the
commitment. To start, it requires you to wake up before sunrise. Texts such
as the Arbatel also caution that the magus will be more effective and
command more power from the spirits if the magus leads a lifestyle that is
virtuous and disciplined. So these instructions are not for everybody, but
those who are undaunted will be rewarded greatly by these ritual practices.
The Arbatel isn’t the only text on working with the Olympic spirits. Several
other texts through the ages offer insight on this pantheon and universe of
ritual magic. Another well-known text is The Secret Grimoire of Turiel
(purportedly 1518, translated into English in 1927, attributed to Marius
Malchus) where rituals commence with the invocation of the seven Olympic
spirits. To that end, the Grimoire of Turiel gives perfume recipes for
anointing during the invocation rituals of the Olympic spirits.
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I don’t follow any of these perfume recipes given in the subsequent
reference table, sourced from Turiel, and I wouldn’t ever consider using
them either. They are provided here for educational purposes only, to
supplement your reading on the history of ritual magic invoking the
Olympic spirits, particularly as it might be practiced in Enochian magic.
There are also allegations now that passages from Turiel were plagiarized
out of works by A. E. Waite and MacGregor Mathers.
Anointing Perfume Recipes for the Seven Olympic Spirits
Phul, Lord of the Moon
Mandrake, salammoniac (a rare
mineral), gentian flower, valerian,
and sulfur, mixed with the blood of a
black cat

Bethor, Lord of Jupiter
Sandalwood, agrimony, chives,
black henbane (stinking nightshade),
mixed with fox blood and the brains
of a magpie

Phaleg, Lord of Mars
Head of a frog, bovine blood (cow,
ox, bison, or bull), white poppy
grain, chamomile, and camphor,
mixed into a paste with the blood of
a virgin child

Hagith, Lord of Venus
Musk mixed with juniper berries, the
woody stalk of an aloe plant, dried
red roses, dried elder leaves, mixed
with pigeon blood

Ophiel, Lord of Mercury
Seed of an ash tree, the woody stalk
from an aloe plant, skullcap leaves,
mandrake, the ends of a quill pen

Aratron, Lord of Saturn
Saffron, elder, and pine blended in
musk, to form a paste

Och, Lord of the Sun
Black pepper grounds, wild parsnip (hogsbane), sulfur, mixed with the
blood of a bat and the brains of a black cat.
From the Secret Grimoire of Turiel

On a positive note, what these anointing perfume recipes from Turiel inspire
in me is to craft my own anointing perfumes (ones that are a bit more
animal-friendly…) based on herbal, resin, and perhaps even crystal and
mineral correspondences. Cornelius Agrippa (1486 – 1535) provides a
wealth of reference materials on correspondences for the seven luminaries
and planets.
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To call upon Ophiel, Lord of Mercury, for instance, I could blend marjoram,
parsley, cloves, citron, and work with color correspondences to create a
solution that is yellow or green. For Hagith, Lord of Venus, I can craft an
anointment out of roses or violets, valerian, and thyme.
Agrippa’s Correspondences for the Sacred Seven
Moon
Selenite, pearls, sea shells, palm,
hyssop, rosemary, olive tree, chaste
trees, chasteberry, evergreen shrubs
(mastic trees), the whites of eggs,
animal fat, marcasite, menstrual
blood, tortoise shells, crab shells,
oyster shells, cockles, camphor, bay,
myrtle, white poppy

Jupiter
Green jasper, basil, bugloss plants,
nutmeg, dracaena spike plant, mints,
mastic tears (tree resin), violets,
henbane, poplar, oak, chestnut,
beech, hazel, pear, apple, plum, ash,
dogtree, corn, barley, wheat, raisins,
licorice, sugar almonds, rhubarb,
agarwood, ash, clear, white stones

Mars
Iron, brass, sulfur, garlic, hellebore
plants, euphorbium resin, radish,
laurel, wolfsbane, stems with
prickles or thorns, nettles, onions,
leeks, mustard seed, dogwood

Venus
Carnelian, coral, vervain (verbena),
violets, valerian, maidenhair fern,
thyme, ambergris, musk,
sandalwood, coriander, pears, figs,
pomegranates, rose, myrtle

Mercury
Gemstones with diverse colors (e.g.,
picture jasper, calligraphy jasper,
tiger eye, unakite, etc.), hazel, fiveleaf grasses, marjoram, parsley,
painted ferns, yellow archangel
leaves, yellow loosestrife, phlox

Saturn
Onyx, dark jaspers, dark chalcedony,
daffodil, dragonwort, cumin,
benzoin, mandrake, opium, seeds
that have never been sown, leaves
from trees that have never born fruit,
figs, pine, cypress

Sun
Gold, glittering things, chrysolite, heliotrope flowers, hyacinth, marigold,
peony, mint, saffron, amber, balsam, cherry, honey, wood of aloe, cloves,
cinnamon, calamus, pepper, frankincense, marjoram, nightshade
From Of Occult Philosophy by Heinrich Cornelius Agrippa

Around the Enlightenment (1685 – 1815), a grimoire surfaced, called the Sixth and
Seventh Books of Moses. While the text is alleged to have descended down from
Moses and ―finally found in the year CCCXXX [330 AD],‖ historians can only
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trace it back to 18th century Germany. It was then popularized in late 1800s and
early 1900s among Western occultists.
The Sixth and Seventh Books of Moses purports to teach both white and black
magic, necromance, and the ministering of angels and spirits. Among those angels
and spirits, a focal point of the text is ―the good angels and spirits, Saturn, Jupiter,
Mars, Sun, Venus, Mercury, and Moon.‖ Thus, beyond the Arbatel, here we find
another influential text on ritual magic with the Olympic spirits, which appear in the
Seventh Book of Moses.

To evoke or conjure one of the seven planetary angelic beings to carry forth
your bidding, the Seventh Book offers the following guidance: First, to yield
success with the magical instructions in the text, you must be one who keeps
God’s commands. You must honor God: if you are a servant to God, then
the legions of spirits will be servants to you.
Timing of rituals is critical and the text suggests observing planetary hours
for all conjurings. Finally, even if you do not succeed at the conjurings at
first, be diligent and persistent with your recitations.
All magical operations as instructed in the text are made within the circle
noted in the diagram on the subsequent page. (For the illustrated diagram,
I’ve aligned the seal so that south is upward on the page and east is leftward
on the page, as that is my ordinary practice of alignment when featuring
diagrams of magical seals with directional correspondences. Note that in the
original text, the edge of the seal corresponding east is printed to face
upward on the page.) This seal appears in the Seventh Book as Figure 22.
To evoke a planetary spirit (one of the Olympic spirits), start by
consecrating the circle. As you step in to its center, facing eastward, recite:
―Tetragrammaton, Theos, Ischiros, Athanatos, Messias, Imas, Kyrie Eleison.
Amen.‖ Once inside the circle, recite Psalm 91 (i.e., ―He that dwelleth in the
secret place of the most High shall abide under the shadow of the
Almighty…‖). The circle itself should be aligned eastward (―Oriens‖
aligned east).
Have the Table of Spirits for the planetary divinity inscribed on parchment
and held in your right hand. After reciting the Psalm, recite the evocation for
that spirit, as noted in the subsequent entries, still facing eastward.
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―Symbol of the Crowned Serpent with Its Magical Hieroglyphics‖
From the Sixth and Seventh Books of Moses (1849)
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PSALM 91
He that dwelleth in the secret place of the most High shall
abide under the shadow of the Almighty.
I will say of the Lord, He is my refuge and my fortress: my
God; in him will I trust.
Surely he shall deliver thee from the snare of the fowler, and
from the noisome pestilence.
He shall cover thee with his feathers, and under his wings shalt
thou trust: his truth shall be thy shield and buckler.
Thou shalt not be afraid for the terror by night; nor for the
arrow that flieth by day;
Nor for the pestilence that walketh in darkness; nor for the
destruction that wasteth at noonday.
A thousand shall fall at thy side, and ten thousand at thy right
hand; but it shall not come nigh thee.
Only with thine eyes shalt thou behold and see the reward of
the wicked.
Because thou hast made the Lord, which is my refuge, even the
most High, thy habitation;
There shall no evil befall thee, neither shall any plague come
nigh thy dwelling.
For he shall give his angels charge over thee, to keep thee in
all thy ways.
They shall bear thee up in their hands, lest thou dash thy foot
against a stone.
Thou shalt tread upon the lion and adder: the young lion and
the dragon shalt thou trample under feet.
Because he hath set his love upon me, therefore will I deliver
him: I will set him on high, because he hath known my name.
He shall call upon me, and I will answer him: I will be with
him in trouble; I will deliver him, and honour him.
With long life will I satisfy him, and shew him my salvation.
King James Version
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“The Magical Operation is made within this Circle.‖

From the Seventh Book of Moses

In the subsequent entries, the Table of Spirits for each planetary divinity is
given, as it appears in the Seventh Book. The corresponding Table for the
planetary spirit is inscribed on parchment and held it in the right hand as you
recite the evocation for that spirit noted below each corresponding Table.
The governing powers for each of the planetary spirits is also provided. Here
you can see minor discrepancies with the Arbatel, beyond just the names of
the spirits (e.g., Phul, Lord of the Moon in the Arbatel is Yhaij; Phaleg in
the Arbatel is Emol in the Seventh Book of Moses, etc.). Between the two
texts, I base my personal practice more closely with the Arbatel.
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Names of the Planetary Spirits
Comparing the Babylonian pantheon, the Arbatel and the Seventh Book of Moses

Babylonian
Pantheon

Arbatel’s
Olympic Spirits

Seventh Book
of Moses

Moon

Suen

Phul

Yhaij

Mars

Nergal

Phaleg

Emol

Mercury

Nabu

Ophiel

Yloij

Jupiter

Marduk

Bethor

Ofel

Venus

Ishtar

Hagith

Awel

Saturn

Ninurta

Aratron

Sazlij

Sun

Samas

Och

Wrjch

Returning to the aphorisms in the Arbatel, the text makes clear that there are
other names for the Olympic spirits beyond the ones given (i.e., Phul,
Phaleg, Ophiel, etc.), but such names are revealed by the Olympic spirit
privately and uniquely to an individual magus, and such revelations are
predestined. These names, as transmitted from Heaven to Earth, will
typically have an effective period of 140 years. In other words, every 140
years, the Olympic spirits will go by different names to the magi, and these
names are only transmitted to individuals pre-ordained by God to learn and
master the magical arts.
What I get from that aphorism is what I’ve already intuited to be true: the
Olympic spirits go by many names and will appear to us through many faces
or forms. The one common constant is the veneration of the seven
astronomical bodies we observe in our skies: our moon, our sun, and the
brightest planets Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn, and the
credence that these seven celestial bodies are divinely sentient, holding
powers and influence over human events. Thus, review these ritual
instructions on the Olympic spirits as plausible starting points, but not
determinative of how you identify with the Sacred Seven.
Continuing with the ritual instructions outlined in the Seventh Book of
Moses, you’ve selected the planetary spirit to evoke and direct your petition
to, you’ve determined the day and planetary hour for the evocation ritual,
and you’ve consecrated your Circle with the Magical Operation, entered,
facing east, recited Psalm 91, and now hold in your right palm a parchment
with the Table of the Spirit inscribed upon it.
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Recite the evocation for that planetary spirit as provided in the subsequent
pages, instructed per the Seventh Book. For example, if you are evoking
Yhaij, the Spirit of the Moon, the evocation is, ―I, [state your name], cite thee,
Spirit Yhaij, by El, Yvaij, by Elhim, Ileh, by Elho Kijlij Mijl, by Zebaoth, Taijn
Iseij, by Tetragrammton, Jeha, by Zadaij Ahel, by Agla, that you will obey my
orders, as truly in and through the name Schemesumatie, upon which Joshua called,
and the sun stood still in its course. Fiat. Fiat. Fiat.‖ In the foregoing bracketed
italicized text, you would state your own name, introducing and presenting yourself
to the spirit. ―Fiat‖ is roughly translated to ―So let it be‖ or ―May it be so.‖

You then present your petition or request to the spirit, though precise
instructions for how to do that is vague in the text. Presumably, the petition
is explicitly expressed in a cogent way, whether in writing or spoken,
followed by ritualized acts of delivering that petition to the spirit. Follow
that with a recitation to bid farewell and dismiss the spirit from the ritual.
Conclude by performing the Sign of the Cross. Touch your forehead with
your right hand and recite, ―God, the Father.‖ Then touch the lower middle
of your chest and recite, ―God, the Son.‖ Touch your left shoulder and
recite, ―God, the Holy—‖ then touch your right shoulder and recite, ―—
Ghost. Amen.‖
Tablets as Calling Sigils for the Seven Planetary Spirits
Table of Spirits of the Moon

Brings good luck
and good fortune.
Gives treasures of
the sea.

―I, [state your name], cite thee, Spirit Yhaij, by El, Yvaij, by Elhim, Ileh, by Elho
Kijlij Mijl, by Zebaoth, Taijn Iseij, by Tetragrammton, Jeha, by Zadaij Ahel, by
Agla, that you will obey my orders, as truly in and through the name
Schemesumatie, upon which Joshua called, and the sun stood still in its course. Fiat.
Fiat. Fiat.‖
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Table of Spirits of Mars

Resolves disputes
or quarrels in your
favor. Brings good
fortune.

―I, [state your name], cite thee, spirit Emol, by Deus Sachnaton Luil, by Acumea
Luiji, by Ambriel Tijlaij, by Ehos, Jeha, by Zora Ageh, by Awoth that you appear
before me in a beautiful human form and accomplish my desire, thus truly in and
through the anepobeijaron, which Aaron heard and which was prepared for him.
Fiat. Fiat. Fiat.‖
Table of Spirits of Mercury

Mastery over
chemistry and the
sciences. Brings
treasures of the
mind.

―Petasa, Ahor, Havaashar. I, [state your name], cite thee spirit Yloij through God,
God Adonaij Ymah, through God Tetragrammaton Rawa, through God Emanuel
Ahaij, through Athanatos that thou appear before as truly in and through the name
of Adonai, which Moses mentioned, and there appeared grasshoppers. Fiat. Fiat.
Fiat.‖

The Arbatel identifies seven Olympic spirits and notes that underneath each,
there are legions of lesser spirits within that Olympic dominion, whereas in
the Seven Book, note the plural use of ―Spirits‖ for each planetary
designation.
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Table of Spirits of Jupiter

Success in legal
matters, disputes,
and to bring joy
and happiness.

―I conjure thee, Spirit Ofel, by Alpha et Omega, Lezo and Yschirios, Ohin Ission,
Niva, by Tetragammaton, Zeno, by Peraclitus Ohel, by Orlenius, Lima, by Agla,
that ye will obey and appear before me and fulfill my desire, thus in and through the
name Elion, which Moses named. Fiat. Fiat. Fiat.‖

Table of Spirits of Venus
Brings love and
makes one beloved
by others. Reveals
secrets through
dreams. Success in
business.

―Reta, Kijmah, Yamb, Yheloruvesopijhael, I call upon thee, Spirit Awel, through
God Tetragrammaton, Uhal, by Pomamiach that you will obey my commands and
fulfill my desires: Thus truly in and through the name of Esercheije, which Moses
named, and upon which followed hail, the like of which was not known since the
beginning of the world. Fiat. Fiat. Fiat.‖

For a contemporary practice of the ritual, the Circle for the Magical
Operation can be custom-printed on a large square poster, anointed with
holy oil, and then placed on the ground, which you then step into the center
of for the evocation.
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Table of Spirits of Saturn

The wish fulfiller.
Blesses with good
luck and good
fortune.

―I, [state your name], order, command and conjure Thee Sazlij, by Agios, Sedul, by
Sother, Veduij, by Sabaot, Sove, Amonzion, Adoij by Heloim, Jaho, by the Veritas
Jehova Kawa, by Alha, natos that ye must appear before me in a human form, so
truly as Daniel overcame and conquered Baal. Fiat. Fiat. Fiat.‖
Table of Spirits of the Sun

Attainment of
glory and honors,
wealth, and fame.
Blesses with gold
and treasure.

―I, [state your name], conjure thee, Wrjch by Dalia, Jka, by Doluth Auet by Dilu
Veal, by Anub Meho, by Igfa Ymij by Eloij that ye appear before my so true
Zebaoth, who was named by Moses, and all the rivers in Egypt were turned into
blood.‖

Note that the evocation for the Spirits of the Sun is the only one of the seven
that does not close with ―Fiat. Fiat. Fiat.‖
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Summary of the Tarot Ritual Instructions for the Olympic Spirits
1. Elucidate to yourself and write out what you’re petitioning for in as
clear wording as you can. Take your time thinking through exactly
what you want to ask for, the parameters, and interrogate yourself
about why you are asking for this, what is the true nature of your
inquiry, and the true motivation of your purpose.
Ex. Shield the living members of a family line from physical
ailments or financial difficulties for all of the coming year. If that is
the intention you set, then in writing out the petition, identify the
oldest living relatives, i.e., matriarchs or patriarchs, and ask for
protection of all their living progeny. For a petition of such specific
nature, consider the first planetary day of the calendar year for
performing the evocation ritual.
2. Review the page entries for the seven Olympic spirits to determine
which of the seven spirits you’ll evoke and send your petition to.
Ex. Och, Lord of the Sun, would be the Olympic spirit to evoke for
a petition to bless a family line with good physical health and
material prosperity for the coming year (one orbit around the sun).
Any of the three Majors connected to Och would work, but for this
example, the Key selected will be Key 21. Och governs the Realm
of Tens, so a Minor Arcanum that covers the well-wishes in this
case might be the Ten of Orbs: The Dynasty.
3. On the morning of the evocation ritual, wake up well before sunrise
and shower or bathe with ritual purification oils. Dress in a way that
expresses formality and a strong sense of personal worth.
Ex. For an evocation of Och, the ritual would be performed at the
time of sunrise on Sunday. In this particular example, consider
performing the ritual on either the last Sunday in December of the
closing year or the first Sunday in January of the New Year.
4. Before the hour of sunrise, sanctify the ritual space. Have your
plaque with the Seal of Secrets ready in front of you and your SKT
tarot deck.
Ex. Wipe down the surface area with holy water and dry it with silk.
Light a candle anointed with holy oil to help attune the mind and
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focus toward Divinity. Light sacred incense. Anoint yourself with
holy anointing oil.
Optional Syncretic Practice with the Seventh Book: Cast and
consecrate a Circle onto the ground and initiate the ritual with a
recitation of Psalm 91. Proceed with the rest of the evocation ritual
while positioned inside the square of the consecrated Circle.

5. At the minute that sunrise commences, recite an opening invocation
prayer that begins by calling upon the highest sense of divine power
as you perceive it. In Christianity and in the context of Renaissance
magic, it would be God and Christ.
Ex. I would pray to The Holy One of Many Faces and Many Names,
the One True Holy Spirit Almighty, the Source, and the Creator.
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6. Ask that higher divine power to send forth the Olympic spirit you
seek to evoke. As you do so, use a wand to inscribe upon the Seal of
Secrets the calling sigil for the Olympic spirit.
Ex. ―Holy One, Spirit of Many Names, I come before you humbly
and entreat you to send here to Earth, to appear to me, to hear my
petition, and to carry forth my appeal. Please send for Och, Lord of
the Sun.‖

Step 6: Inscribing the Sigil

Step 7: The Major Arcanum

Optional Syncretic Practice with the Seventh Book: After inscription
of the calling sigil per the Arbatel, set down into the Seal a printed
parchment of the corresponding Table of Spirits. For example, Och
would correspond with the Table of Spirits of the Sun.

7. Address the Olympic spirit directly, naming the facet of the
septenary trinity that you are appealing to. Turn over your tarot deck
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and seek out the Major Arcanum card signifying that facet of the
Olympic spirit. Then set the card down onto the Seal. If in the
moment, you feel that repetition is in order, then do so as many
times as you feel will be most effective. Typically, that can be three
or seven times.
Ex. ―Och, honorable and glorious Lord of the Sun, come forth to me
in your embodiment as the New World Order‖ repeated three times.
8. Once you feel attuned to the Olympic spirit, recite your petition,
what it is you seek the spirit to assist or bless you with. That petition
will be expressed conceptually by one of the Minor Arcana cards in
the Realm that the Olympic spirit governs. Turn your tarot deck
over and extract that selected card. Place it eastward, above the Seal.
Ex. ―I seek blessings of good health, secure livelihood, and financial
prosperity for my family, for all living descendants of my
grandparents, John Doe and Jane Doe, throughout the coming year.‖
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9. Before the hour of sunrise comes to an end, close the ritual. Do not
prolong the evocation ritual beyond the hour. Recite a closing
prayer to bid the spirit farewell.
Ex. ―Och, honorable and glorious Lord of the Sun, I am grateful that
you have come forth to answer my petition. I give my deepest
thanks to the Holy One, in whose authority you have come. Och,
honorable and glorious Lord of the Sun, I do not seek to take up any
more of your time and bid that you depart now in peace to see that
my petition is carried forth. All shall be so as it is ordered by the
one True Creator.‖
Optional Syncretic Practice with the Seventh Book: Conclude with
the Sign of the Cross over the head, chest, and shoulders.
10. Counting the hour of sunrise as Hour 1, calculate the time of Hour
8. At Hour 8, set aside a moment for prayer or meditation. This is a
moment of personal stillness, contemplation, and an inward
demonstration of gratitude for the higher powers of divinity that
safeguard and bless you.
Ex. For the purpose of the given example, the hour of sunrise on the
planned Sunday is 7:23 am. Hour 1 begins at 7:23 am, Hour 2
begins at 8:23 am, and so on. Create a table for yourself like the
below, which is filled in for the Day of the Sun, ruled by Och. Hour
8 would start at 2:23 pm.
Hour

Planetary R.

Time

Hour

Planetary R.

Time

1

Sun

7:23 am

13

Jupiter

7:23 pm

2

Venus

8:23 am

14

Mars

8:23 pm

3

Mercury

9:23 am

15

Sun

9:23 pm

4
5
6
7

Moon
Saturn
Jupiter
Mars

10:23 am
11:23 am
12:23 pm
1:23 pm

16
17
18
19

Venus
Mercury
Moon
Saturn

10:23 pm
11:23 pm
12:23 pm
1:23 am

8

Sun

2:23 pm

20

Jupiter

2:23 am

9

Venus

3:23 pm

21

Mars

3:23 am

10

Mercury

4:23 pm

22

Sun

4:23 am

11
12

Moon
Saturn

5:23 pm
6:23 pm

23
24

Venus
Mercury

5:23 am
6:23 am
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11. At Hour 15 of the day, perform a divination on the matter petitioned
for. Anchor your thoughts on the matter and shuffle your tarot deck.
Fan the cards out across a table and select three cards at random.
Consider the holistic message of the three cards. Think of these
three cards as prophetic omens and also what it is you most need to
be mindful of going forward.
12. Before heading to sleep, set out a journal and writing utensil on the
nightstand and set the intention for prophetic dreams.
Ex. Place in your hand a rounded, smooth palm stone of apatite,
celestite, iolite, white onyx, opal, rose quartz, or a crystal you
correspond with prophetic dreams and dream recall.
Gently massage the area between your brows, corresponding to your
third eye chakra. Close your eyes and relax. Focus on your breath
and as you do so, recite, ―May sleep bring me closer to the spirit
messengers of my gods and they closer to me.‖ Repeat if you feel
that will amplify the efficacy.
Keep a talisman or amulet of supernatural protection close by while
you sleep.
As soon as you rise the next morning, open the journal and put pen
to paper. Write without thinking. Free-write and also feel drawn into
automatic writing. As your conscious awareness returns, see that
your writing also becomes more cogent and rational. Continue
writing, anything and everything, all in efforts to recall what
transpired during sleep, during that witching 22nd hour of the night.
Supplemental Note:
You will know for yourself whether the names of the Olympic
spirits are the names that these spirits want you to call them by or
whether they have other more preferable names in mind. As the
Arbatel emphasizes, from time to time, the Olympic spirits
themselves will deliver to individual practitioners a different name,
because these practitioners are predestined to work with the spirits
by a different set of names and forms.
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Evoke an Olympic Spirit to
Cure Ill-Dignified or Malefic Birth Planets
In natal astrology, planets in certain signs can be considered in detriment,
which means the benefits and blessings of the planet are weakened while the
disadvantages and afflictions of the planet are strengthened. If a planet is in
fall, check the astrological house it’s domiciled in, because the areas of life
corresponding with that house are more likely to sustain blockages or
setbacks.
Planets in Essential Detriment and in Fall, and Their Cures
Planet

In Detriment

In Fall

Cure by Ritual Magic

Moon

Capricorn

Scorpio

Evoke Phul

Mars

Taurus, Libra

Cancer

Evoke Phaleg

Mercury

Sagittarius, Pisces

Pisces

Evoke Ophiel

Jupiter

Gemini, Virgo

Capricorn

Evoke Bethor

Venus

Aries, Scorpio

Virgo

Evoke Hagith

Saturn

Cancer, Leo

Aries

Evoke Aratron

Sun

Aquarius

Libra

Evoke Och

For example, if Mars is in Libra in your birth chart, then your natal Mars is
in detriment. The positive aspects of Mars, like acquiring power and
prestige, are harder to come by while the negative aspects of Mars, like a
bad temper and impatience, are more likely to manifest in your personality.
Those with Venus in Scorpio might are more likely to experience difficulties
in love and relationships when they’re adolescents. A Jupiter in detriment or
in fall can hinder ambitions of political leadership and prestige.
If your moon sign is in fall under Scorpio, then check the astrological house
your moon is in. A moon in fall in House 2 can bring setbacks to financial
prosperity. A moon in fall in House 7 can bring setbacks in marriage or even
legal issues.
I think one of the most empowering ways to work with the Olympic spirits
is to evoke them for curing astrological challenges that are in turn producing
setbacks in your life path. Evoke the corresponding Olympic spirit to
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strengthen and bless your natal planet so in turn, roadblocks that have been
holding you back can be removed.
Going Beyond the Arbatel Names
You’re not limited to using the Arbatel names (Phul, Phaleg, etc.). In fact,
the Arbatel notes that the true name of each Olympic spirit will be revealed
privately to each individual magus.
Thus, feel free to work with a deity that you associate with one of the seven
planets and proceed with the evocation ritual instructions of this chapter
with your deity, in lieu of the Arbatel names. Perhaps that’s Vishnu for the
sun, or Indra for Jupiter, or Lakshmi for Venus. Or Artemis for working
with the moon.

A common theme recurring across the grimoires referenced here is the need
to marry the practice of the esoteric crafts with religion. The most striking
message I took away from the texts is this: If you acknowledge the Holy
One as your keeper, that undivided, accorded Divinity, Source, and Creator,
then in turn you are granted to be a keeper over the legions and realms of
spirits in this universe.
That acknowledgement, though, is not by words or vows, but by action. The
magus must demonstrate acknowledgement of Divinity through acts of
compassion, generosity, modesty, and by being a champion for justice. To
be worthy of Divinity conferring the powers and gifts of Spirit into a
physical, mortal being, that mortal being must first demonstrate the Will to
act in a way that is in acknowledgement and honor of that Divinity.
To activate your full potential as a magus, to activate the full potential of
powers that can be conferred to you through your consecrated SKT deck,
and for your ritual magic to be at the heights of potency, the first
requirement is not study (though sure, study is part of it as a secondary
measure). The first requirement—at least according to these medieval texts
on ceremonial magic—is benevolence.
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The Olympic Spirits Appearing Through the Court Cards
When a single court card appears to you in a reading or repeatedly appears
to you in a way that you are unable to fully interpret, one option is to
consider its corresponding Olympic spirit, evoke the spirit, and perform a
divinatory tarot reading through which you communicate with the spirit for
further clarification and answers.
EMPYREAN COURT

OLYMPIC
SPIRIT

EMPYREAN COURT

OLYMPIC
SPIRIT

Archangel of Glory

Phaleg

The Shining Flame

Phaleg

Archangel of Healing

Bethor

The Shining Dew

Aratron

Archangel Commander Phaleg

The Shining Winds

Bethor

Archangel of Mysteries Aratron

The Shining Quarry

Aratron

The Golden Shield

Och

Stronghold of the Flame

Aratron

The Ivory Shield

Phul

Stronghold of the Grail

Hagith

The Scarlet Shield

Bethor

Stronghold of the Zephyrs Ophiel

The Ebony Shield

Och

Stronghold of the Vale

Hagith

Review the page entry for the Olympic spirit corresponding with that court
card. Is any of it piercing through that veil of consciousness and triggering
any insights? Trace your fingertip over the calling sigil of the Olympic spirit
that is presented on the page entry. Does doing so cause any inner tingling
or instant resonance that directs you to pay closer attention to that spirit
name?
On the next day of the week corresponding with that Olympic spirit,
perform an evocation ritual at the spirit’s planetary hour, and while sunrise
is optimal, for the purposes of divination intended to commune with that
spirit, any of the planetary hours will work, so that would be the 1st hour
(sunrise), 8th hour, 15th hour, or 22nd hour of the ruling day.
Use any method of tarot reading that you know to be most effective and
reliable. Work with the court card in question as the significator, and here
the significator stands in for the Olympic spirit, not you. Set the intention
that the reading will be for connecting to and receiving messages from that
specific Olympic spirit.
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The Olympic Spirits and SKT Tarot Correspondences
Olympic
Spirit

Primordial Realm
(Major Arcana)

Phul  Key 1: The Magus
Moon  Key 8: The Force

Monday  Key 15: The Demon

Phaleg  Key 2: The Priestess
Mars  Key 9: The Erudite
Tuesday

 Key 16: The Tower

Ophiel  Key 3: The Empress
Mercury  Key 10: Wheel of Life
Wednesday

 Key 17: The Healer

Lower Realm
(Minor Arcana)

Empyrean Court
(Tarot Courts)

Fours:
Building

The Ivory Shield

Fives:
Expanding

 Archangel of Glory
 The Shining Flame
 Archangel
Commander

Sixes:
Nurturing

Stronghold of the
Zephyrs

4: The Emperor
Bethor  Key
Key 11: The Chancellor Sevens:
Jupiter  Key 18: The
Reasoning

Thursday

Necromancer

Hagith  Key 5: The Holy See
Venus  Key 12: The Outlaw
Friday

 Key 19: The Warrior

Aratron  Key 6: The Lovers
Saturn  Key 13: The Reaper

Saturday  Key 20: Apocalypse
7: The Chariot
Och  Key
Key 14: The Angel
Sun  Key 21: New World

Sunday Order

 Archangel of
Healing
 The Shining Winds
 The Scarlet Shield

Eights:
Manifesting

 Stronghold of the
Grail
 Stronghold of the
Vale

Nines:
Culminating

 Stronghold of the
Flame
 The Shining Dew
 The Shining Quarry
 Archangel of
Mysteries

Tens:
Mounting

The Ebony Shield

The veil through which the Olympic spirits can cross over between the
celestial realm and the earthly realm are thinnest each day at Hour 1, the
hour of sunrise on that given day, Hour 8 of the day after sunrise
(approximately in the afternoon), Hour 15 of the day (a late evening hour),
and Hour 22 (the witching hour).
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